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The structure of leaf vasculature viewed over a broad phylogenetic scale from lycophytes to eudicots correlates with stomatal conductance, providing the basis for the hypothesis that increasing vein density drove the evolution of high fluxes in angiosperms. Yet, the relationship between vascular geometry and gas fluxes breaks down at finer phylogenetic scales. In this Update, we derive a simple one-dimensional model suitable for mapping the effects of three-dimensional vascular architecture and transport capacity onto an effective length for transport through the mesophyll. This approach allows us to explore notions of optimality in the hydraulics of reticulately veined leaves, which differ from the two-dimensional case. We then consider limits to stomatal conductance that may derive from genomic constraints on cell size and the role of mechanical advantage. We conclude that more mechanistic modeling of transpiration could help resolve the sensitivity of stomatal, genome, and vein density relationships to the phylogenetic scale of the study.

PATTERNS OF VASCULAR ARCHITECTURE IN RELATION TO STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE

Leaf vascular architecture has been described as a critical driver of the evolution of high leaf-level stomatal conductance over geologic time (Boyce et al., 2009; Brodribb and Feild, 2010; de Boer et al., 2012; Zwieniecki and Boyce, 2014a; McElwain et al., 2016). The theoretical justification for a focus on vascular pattern rests on the idea that a principal constraint on the supply of water to the stomata arises from the pathlength for transport through the mesophyll, a length strongly influenced by vascularization (Brodribb et al., 2007, 2010; Noblin et al., 2008; Boyce et al., 2009). The vascular trait most often adopted as a proxy for the effect of vascular pattern on transport efficiency is leaf vein density ($D_v^{L}$, linear vein distance per area; mm$^{-1}$).

A critical question arising in any investigation of vein density is the extent to which high vein density marks both a necessary and sufficient condition for high stomatal conductance. A necessary condition would support the hypothesis that the evolution of high vein densities in derived angiosperms removed a limiting constraint that continues to throttle stomatal conductance in extant ferns, gymnosperms, and basal angiosperms (Boyce et al., 2009; Brodribb et al., 2010; de Boer et al., 2012). A lack of sufficiency need not disturb this conclusion, although it would caution against the interpretation of vein density as a functional trait predictive of productivity. Clearly, the abilities of two different species growing in the same location to maintain a particular level of stomatal conductance may be limited by many factors besides leaf hydraulic conductance or vein density, including rooting depth (Sperry et al., 2002), leaf turgor loss point (minimum leaf water potential; Brodribb and Holbrook, 2003), and xylem cavitation resistance throughout the whole plant.
(Sperry and Love, 2015), and the ultimately limiting factor in any particular instance may be accompanied by an apparent overinvestment or underinvestment in vein density. Here, we focus on the common hypothesis that vein density tracks stomatal conductance, as, other things being equal, higher vein density should allow a larger liquid water flux and so higher transpiration rate that follow from greater stomatal aperture. In instances where vein density lacks predictive power for a leaf’s ability to support a potential vapor flux and/or its hydraulic conductance, the question then becomes what other leaf characteristics explain the observed variation in the ability to supply water to a transpiring surface.

Support for the importance of vein density appears to be strongest over broad phylogenetic scales. Stevens (2001) summarizes the apparent linkages between phylogenetic patterns of vein density and the rise to ecological dominance of the angiosperms by noting that, prior to and for the first 30 million years after the appearance of angiosperms, fossil leaf \( D_v \), averaged 3 mm\(^{-1} \) while angiosperm-type leaves with \( D_v \sim 6 \) mm\(^{-1} \) appeared ~100 million years ago and, 10 mm\(^{-1} \) and higher appeared after about 70 million years ago as CO\(_2\) fell through the Cenozoic, a pattern corresponding to changes in \( D_v \) across extant ANITA grade, magnoliid, and eudicots, respectively (Boyce et al., 2009; Brodribb and Feild, 2010; Feild et al., 2011a, 2011b). From a functional perspective, over a similarly broad range of 19 ferns, conifers, and angiosperms, \( D_v \) has been shown to correlate with a measure of maximum operating stomatal conductance (\( g_{\text{op}} \)) measured under saturating light and a low vapor pressure deficit < 2 kPa; Boyce et al., 2009; McElwain et al., 2016).

However, within more phylogenetically restricted samplings or over narrower ranges of \( D_v \), the relationship between stomatal conductance and vein density breaks down. McElwain et al. (2016) show a pattern of increasing \( g_{\text{op}} \) with \( D_v \) for a sample of 18 ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms, but the trend depends on the inclusion of four eudicots with \( D_v > 6 \) mm\(^{-1} \) and does not appear to hold for the 14 taxa below that threshold. Gleason et al. (2015) report that, for 35 evergreen Australian angiosperms, there was no relationship between \( D_v \) and \( g_{\text{op}} \) over a range of \( D_v \) from ~6 to 18 mm\(^{-1} \) and a range of \( g_{\text{op}} \) from 0.05 to 0.7 mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\); nor did \( D_v \) show any relationship with whole-leaf hydraulic conductance. Scoffoni et al. (2016) reported that, among 30 species of Viburnum grown in a common garden, major and minor vein densities explained less than 8% and 4% of the variation in maximum values of stomatal conductance (calculated from Supplemental Text S1). Thus, even as \( D_v \) produces tantalizing patterns across vascular plants, these finer scale analyses show that vein density alone cannot account for the mass balance between the transport of liquid into and vapor out of a leaf that must exist. Progress in understanding what other factors intermediate in the relationship between \( D_v \) and \( g_{\text{op}} \) would appear to require a more mechanistic approach.

**OPTIMAL VASCULAR NETWORKS: AN INNOVATION UNIQUE TO ANGIOSPERMS?**

Before turning to the challenges inherent in a mechanistic description, we will first try to retain the idea that the critical effect of the vascular network lies in how it structures mesophyll hydraulic conductance. Doing so requires addressing a major deficiency of \( D_v \) as a proxy for hydraulic transport capacity: that it fails to capture the effect of vein-to-lower epidermis distance (\( d \)) on the pathlength of transpiration through the mesophyll (Brodribb et al., 2007). Noblin et al. (2008) showed that the ratio of intervein distance \( d \) (proportional to \( 1/D_v \); Fig. 1) to \( d \) controlled the magnitude of the flux of water through an artificial leaf constructed of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane). In this system, as channel density increased (i.e. \( d \) went to zero), the gradient driving water transport through the PDMS became increasingly one-dimensional (1D; parallel to the transpiring surface; Fig. 2, A and B). In the limit \( d = 0 \) (i.e. where the channels merge into a single continuous plane of water), transpiration reaches a maximum (Fig. 2C), and the pathlength for flow from the channels to the transpiring surface is just \( d \). In the absence of a true mathematical optimum along the smoothly increasing response, Noblin et al. (2008) developed a
rule based on the intersection of linear fits to analytic expressions for the limiting cases of channel density approaching zero and infinity (Fig. 2C). The authors proposed that an optimal channel (vein) density for a given thickness occurs at the intersection of the linear fits, typically at $d/\delta \sim 1$. This value was considered to mark the transition from a predominantly two-dimensional (2D) to 1D behavior of the flux and the point at which diminishing returns in vein density accelerated.

Applying this analysis to leaves, Zwieniecki and Boyce (2014a) found a mean $d/\delta$ for core eudicots of 1.4 ($n = 39$), versus 1.9 ($n = 8$) for Magnoliales + Laurales and 2.7 ($n = 4$) for ANITA-grade basal angiosperms, while conifers had a mean of 4.7 ($n = 7$) and leptosporangiate ferns had a mean of 5 ($n = 4$). Basal monocots had a mean $d/\delta$ of 1.3 ($n = 5$). The interpretation provided by the authors was that optimal vasculature with a $d/\delta \sim 1$ evolved independently in the magnoliids, monocots, and eudicots. Yet, the overall distribution of $d/\delta$ appears to be quite similar to that of vein density (Boyce et al., 2009), raising the question of whether adding consideration of the thickness $d$, while producing interesting theoretical developments, significantly improved our understanding of leaf-level hydraulic limitation of stomatal conductance ($g_s$).

Moreover, revisiting the original analysis of Noblin et al. (2008) raises questions concerning the application of the theory and the generality of an optimum occurring for all systems at $d/\delta \sim 1$. In fact, the original analysis showed that the intersection of linear fits varies with $\delta$ for a given channel size, such that the optimum occurred at $d/\delta \sim 1$ for a PDMS gel with $\delta = 320 \mu m$ but at a wider spacing of $d/\delta \sim 2$ for $\delta = 45 \mu m$ (Fig. 2C). The full rule for optimal $d/\delta$ with channels of height $h$ and width $w$ was given as,

$$
\frac{d}{\delta} = \frac{\pi}{\ln\left(\frac{(\delta + h)}{\sqrt{2wh/\pi}}\right)}.
$$

The optimum $d/\delta$, therefore, itself is a function of a ratio of channel size to thickness $\delta$, such that, for the same thickness, greater channel size would permit wider vein spacings to achieve the same flux. Equating the cross section of the aggregate of minor vein xylem to a square channel with sides equal to $2a$, the above rule becomes,
\[
\frac{d}{\delta} = \frac{\pi}{\ln\left(\frac{d}{a} + 1\right) \sqrt{2\pi}}.
\]

For a sampling of 19 temperate woody angiosperms with \(\delta/a\) ranging from 8 to 17 (Wylie, 1939; Rockwell et al., 2014c), the optimum predicted by Equation 2 occurs at \(d/\delta\) from 1.3 to 1.7, while for ginkgo (\textit{Ginkgo biloba}), \(\delta/a\) of 6 yields an optimum at about 2 (Leigh et al., 2011). Gymnosperms and some ferns, whose vascular bundles often contain large masses of tracheids relative to angiosperm minor veination, may then be less underbuilt in vein density than the \(d/\delta \sim 1\) rule suggests.

Furthermore, accounting for the three-dimensional (3D) mesophyll geometry of reticulate (net) venation (Fig. 1) also shifts the optimum \(d/\delta\), as the 3D flux responds differently to \(d/\delta\) than in the 2D (parallel vein) system (Figs. 2 and 3). For the equivalent \(\delta/a\) to the 2D simulations of Figure 2 (i.e. such that Eq. 1 = Eq. 2), the flux approaches its maximum at higher values of \(d/\delta\) (so wider vein spacings) than in the 2D case by about a factor of 2 (Figs. 2C and 3C), which may be explained by the fact that ideal reticulate veins have twice the vein density as parallel veins with the same \(d\). In the absence of an analytic theory for the limiting cases in 3D geometry that would allow us to follow the procedure of Noblin for identifying the optimum \(d/\delta\), we instead simply note that the optimum fluxes of the 2D studies (0.76 and 0.74 of the maximum flux) now occur at \(d/\delta\) values of 2 to 3 in the 3D analyses (Fig. 3C). For the range of \(\delta/a\) for temperate woody angiosperms given above, an optimal flux of 0.75 of the maximum picks out a similar range of \(d/\delta\) (2.25–3.25), and in this view, the eudicots sampled by Zwieniecki and Boyce (2014a) appear, from a hydraulic perspective, overbuilt. It is important to keep in mind, however, that, in the absence of a cost function, there is no clear functional basis for choosing precisely where along a smoothly diminishing curve of returns on investment in \(d\) a leaf should fall. If neither \(D_v\) nor \(d/\delta\) can be counted as reliable proxies, then it seems inescapable that to make progress in understanding hydraulic limitations of stomatal conductance at the leaf level requires a physical model of the entire flow path.

**MODELING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE VASCULATURE AND MESOPHYLL TO LEAF HYDRAULICS**

A useful empirical idea that emerges from the above analysis, perhaps more useful for our purpose than that of a theoretical optimum vein spacing, is that of an
effective length for transport from a channel (or vein) to a transpiring surface. As the interchannel distance approaches the channel width, we have seen that the gradients become increasingly parallel to the transpiring surface, and the flux that follows the streamlines normal to the gradients fits a 1D description of transport from source to sink over a distance $\delta$. As $d/\delta$ falls and intervein distances increase, the gradients and flux become increasingly 2D (or, for areoles, 3D) and the flux falls as the average distance traveled by water molecules through the resistive medium (PDMS, mesophyll) increases. Thus, for any value of $d/\delta$, there exists an effective length that maps the flux of the multidimensional system to an effective 1D form of transport between two points separated by that length. We can then use this idea to relate transpirational water loss from a leaf to internal water transport from the petiole to the stomata.

In steady state, mass balance requires,

$$g_T\Delta \chi = E = K\Delta \psi; \quad K = \left[K_{s}^{-1} + K_{m}^{-1}\right]^{-1}; \quad g_T = \left[g_{s}^{-1} + g_{b}^{-1}\right]^{-1},$$

(3)

where $g_T$, $g_s$, and $g_b$ are the total, stomatal, and boundary layer conductances, $\Delta \chi$ is the leaf-to-air water vapor mole fraction difference, $K$ is an effective leaf hydraulic conductance, $K_s$ is the xylem conductance to the vascular-mesophyll interface, $K_m$ is the effective hydraulic conductance of the mesophyll (defined here broadly as the living cells outside the xylem) from the veins to the stomata, and $\Delta \psi$ is the gradient in water potential (N.B., using water potential for the driving force in the xylem, rather than explicitly writing out the pressure and gravitational terms, is justified within the xylem because the reflection coefficient for solute transport is zero). Note that $\Delta \psi$ addresses the stem-petiole junction to the transpiring surface (e.g. the lower epidermis for a hypostomatous leaf) water potential difference, and not the stem-petiole junction to the average transpiring leaf water potential difference, such that $K_m$ is not equivalent to the $K_m$ (outside xylem conductance) defined by Scoffoni et al. (2016). Similarly, $K$ is not equivalent to $K_{\text{leaf}}$ (Sack and Holbrook, 2006).

Based on an analysis of 3D flow in the internal leaf geometry of 19 woody temperate angiosperms ($d/\delta$ ranging from 1 to 4 and $\delta/a$ ranging from 8 to 17; Rockwell et al., 2014c), the relationship between $K$, the source water potential $\psi_s$ (e.g. covered leaf potential for the stem-petiole junction for intact leaves, or the water reservoir for detached leaves), the average transpiring leaf water potential ($\langle \psi \rangle$) as measured by the pressure chamber, and the transpiring flux $E$, is given by (Supplemental Text S1),

$$K = E\left(1 - \frac{\phi}{\psi_s - \langle \psi \rangle}\right).$$

(4)

The factor $1 - \phi/\psi_s$, which can be predicted for a leaf with knowledge of $\delta$, $d$, and $a$ and the location of the plane of the vasculature $\nu$, can be thought of as rescaling an observed source-to-leaf average water potential difference to the actual difference driving the flux from the source to the lower epidermis. The lower epidermis may be taken as the location where the leaf water vapor mole fraction is defined based on leaf thermocouple measurements with a gas-exchange system or porometer, with only a minimal (and correctable) error due to the neglect (in gas-exchange system calculations) of water potential effects on the water vapor mole fraction (Nobel, 2005; Rockwell et al., 2014a). For the 19 species described by Rockwell et al. (2014c), $\phi$ ranged from 0.76 to 0.53, such that $K$ may be expected to be lower than $K_{\text{leaf}}$ by a factor of 2 to 4 depending on leaf anatomy, as might be expected given the difference in pathlength represented by the two conductances. For a hypostomatous leaf, the effect of anatomy is that the greater the proportion of palisade tissue and the smaller the $d/\delta$, the more average leaf water potential will be weighted toward the water potential at the xylem-mesophyll interface and the more $K_{\text{leaf}}$ will be higher than $K$ (Supplemental Text S1).

The use of Equation 4 should be guided by a couple of caveats. First, it is an approximate form that requires that $K_m$ not be severely impaired by cavitation: the more general form cannot be solved algebraically for $K$ and requires numeric evaluation (Supplemental Text S1). Second, the defined $K$ is an effective leaf hydraulic conductance in that the driving force is taken as a water potential difference, but part of the flux it explains is contributed by nonsotothermal vapor diffusion. This is not an issue unless the goal is to relate $K$ to purely hydraulic properties such as cell permeability, in which case the true hydraulic conductivity of the mesophyll must be sought with a model that explicitly accounts for vapor transport (Rockwell et al., 2014a; Buckley et al., 2017).

For the purpose of interspecific comparisons of the efficiency with which different leaves can supply transpirational losses of water, the $K$ of Equation 4 may be useful. For common garden conditions and similar growth forms, variation in $\Delta \psi/\Delta \chi$ may be small enough that, by Equation 3, $g_T$ is proportional to $K$ across taxa. The first component of $K$, xylem conductance $K_x$, can then be estimated by steady-state vein-cutting experiments (Scoffoni et al., 2016). By definition, the second component can be written $K_m \equiv k_m/L_m$, a relation that decomposes $K_m$ into an effective hydraulic conductance of the mesophyll $k_m$ and an effective length for transport $L_m$. Based on the results of Rockwell et al. (2014c) for the anatomy of 19 woody temperate angiosperms (Wylie, 1939), the effective distance through the mesophyll is well described (i.e. resulting in differences from the numerically simulated 3D flux of less than 2%) by,

$$L_m \equiv 0.69\delta + 0.36\sqrt{\delta^2 + (d/2)^2}.$$  

(5)

This effective pathlength is a function of $\delta$ and the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by $\delta$ and $d/2$ (for
derivation, see Supplemental Text S1), the latter similar to the effective mesophyll distance \( d_m \) adopted by Brodribb et al. (2007). Note that, with these numerical coefficients, the effective pathlength slightly exceeds \( \delta \) when \( d/2 = 0 \), a nonphysical result likely due to the fact that this is a limiting case outside the range of real data.

As the vascular and mesophyll paths are in series in a 1D mathematical form, it is helpful to work in terms of resistance rather than conductance. The \( K \) of Equations 3 and 4 is then written in terms of its reciprocal resistance (\( R \equiv 1/K \)), and the hydraulic conductivity of the mesophyll is written in terms of its reciprocal resistivity (\( 1/k_m \equiv r_m \)), while \( K_v \) is converted into the vascular resistivity per areole vein length, \( r_v \), by dividing by the vein density \( D_v \) (\( K_v/D_v = 1/r_v \)). As we wish to work in terms of intervein distance rather than density, we note that, for ideal squares of closed venation, the reciprocal of intervein distance (i.e. areole half-width), or \( D_v = 2/d \) (Fig. 1). However, Brodribb and Feild (2010) report that, for angiosperms, the relation is closer to \( D_v = 1.3/d \). To account for such non-ideality, we introduce a scale factor \( s \) that varies from 1 to \( \sim 1.5 \) (\( s = 1 \) if \( d \) is observed directly, as we will generally assume here) and, for convenience, define the half-intervein distance \( \omega \equiv d/2 \), to write \( R_v = s r_v \). The total resistance to water transport from petiole to lower epidermis is then,

\[
R = s \omega r_v + r_m \left( 0.69 \delta + 0.36 \sqrt{\delta^2 + \omega^2} \right) \quad (6).
\]

The change in total leaf resistance \( R \) for a change in \( \omega \) is then evaluated as,

\[
\frac{\partial R}{\partial \omega} = s r_v + 0.36 r_m \left( 1 + \frac{\delta^2}{\omega^2} \right)^{-1/2} \quad (7).
\]

Considering \( \partial R/\partial \omega \), we see that there are two mechanisms by which adding more veins reduces \( R \): the \( r_v \) term captures the effect of increasing the vascular supply per unit leaf area, while the \( r_m \) term describes the effect of a change in the pathlength through the mesophyll. An efficient ratio of \( r_m \) to \( r_v \) with respect to investment in veins is represented by a value that produces equal reductions due to pathlength and vascular supply effects. We can find such a target \( r_m/r_v \) for any \( \omega/\delta \) by setting the two terms in Equation 7 equal and solving for \( r_m/r_v \):

\[
\frac{r_m}{r_v} = \frac{s}{0.36} \left( 1 + \frac{\delta^2}{\omega^2} \right)^{1/2} \quad (8).
\]

For a range of optimal \( \omega/\delta \) of 1 to 1.5 (i.e. \( d/\delta \sim 2 \) to 3, with \( s = 1 \)) the values of \( r_m/r_v \) that result in equal vascular and mesophyll pathlength contributions range from \( \sim 3 \) to 4. Expressing this result in terms of the balance of vascular to mesophyll hydraulic resistance, an \( R_m/R_v \) of 3 to 5 represents a balance that attains equal contributions to the reduction of \( R \) from pathlength and vascular supply effects for a given extra investment in vein density.

This result is quite different from the well-known result for efficiently minimizing the total resistance of two resistors in series, which says that an efficient allocation of resources should lead to the two resistances being equal (assuming equal costs; Horowitz and Hill, 1989), an outcome that is close to the balance of lumen and end wall vascular resistance (Sperry et al., 2005). Imposing the Ohm’s law result that \( R_m = R_v \) on the terms in Equation 6, and \( \omega/\delta \) of 1 to 1.5 (with \( s = 1 \)) results in an \( r_m/r_v \sim 1 \) (0.8–1.1). In this regime, marginal changes in vein density affect \( R \) predominantly through vascular supply, with the effect of changes in pathlength through the mesophyll relatively weak, and in that sense individual vascular bundles are underbuilt for the given vein density and mesophyll resistivity. Rather than attempting to infer which rule for \( r_m/r_v \) is best, given that relative costs remain a huge uncertainty for such an assessment, it is probably best to think of the above rules as describing a parameter space toward which selection for efficient reductions in resistance might lead.

**THE IMPACT OF VASCULAR VERSUS MESOPHYLL HYDRAULICS: NORTHERN RED OAK AND GINKGO**

For the sake of a concrete example, we consider northern red oak (Quercus rubra), a typical woody temperate eudicot in terms of vein density and \( d/\delta \) (Zwieniecki and Boyce, 2014a). We previously developed a model of leaf cells and airspace as a composite porous medium with local equilibrium assumed between cells (liquid) and air (vapor; Rockwell et al., 2014a). We then used the same scaling idea that led to Equation 5 to map a 1D analytic solution of the two-phase coupled heat and mass transport problem to the 3D geometry of red oak leaves (Fig. 4, A and B). Solving the model in the context of an energy balance for a 262-\( \mu \)m-thick oak leaf under a photosynthetic photon flux density of 1,700 \( \mu \)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), with the hydraulic resistivity \( r_v \) estimated from rehydration kinetics and accounting explicitly for vapor transport, predicted the average transpiring leaf water potentials of five leaves to within the typical error of the pressure bomb (\( \pm 0.034 \) MPa; Rockwell et al., 2014a). For these leaves, \( K_{leaf} \) defined conventionally as \( E/(\Psi_v - \Psi_f) \) (Sack and Holbrook, 2006), was 13 mmol m\(^{-2}\) MPa\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), while \( K \), defined by Equation 4, was 3.6 mmol m\(^{-2}\) MPa\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) (Supplemental Text S1).

Here, we show that the scaled 1D solution for the coupled heat and mass transport reproduces the results of the simulation of coupled heat and mass transport in the full 3D geometry (Fig. 4, C–G). There was no difference between the 1D and 3D solutions for the proportion of evaporation occurring in different regions (percentages in Fig. 4B); however, in the 3D analysis, it was possible to decompose the 1D prediction of 21% of evaporation occurring at the perivascular plane into...
6.5% occurring from the veins themselves and 14.5% occurring at the palisade-to-spongy transition, consistent with the results of Buckley et al. (2017). Average water potentials of the 1D and 3D solutions for the upper palisade, vascular plane, spongy mesophyll, and lower epidermis of the leaf were within 2% (±0.03 MPa) of each other. These results demonstrate that the rescaling approach for mapping 1D mathematics to 3D problems works for both isothermal and nonisothermal cases, with the caveat discussed above that one must keep track of whether the modeled conductances and conductivities are effective (inclusive of vapor transport) or true hydraulic properties (accounting for liquid flow only).

For red oak and a definition of $r_m$ that includes the effect of vapor transport, we estimate an $r_m/r_V$ of 2.6 and $R_m/R_v = 4.8$ (Rockwell et al., 2014a). These experimental estimates imply that $r_m/r_V$ falls about midway between the value of 4.5 predicted by the equal contributions to the $\partial R/\partial \alpha$ idea in Equation 8 (with $\alpha/\delta = 0.78$ and $s = 1$) and the value of 0.7 that would be predicted for oak by the Ohm’s law equal resistance target. For red oak, vein spacing is already tight enough that an increase in $D_v$ would reduce total leaf $R$ more through vascular supply than mesophyll pathlength effects on $R_m$, which, for oak, is the dominant component of $R$.

By comparison, for the parallel-veined broad-leaf gymnosperm ginkgo, with a $\alpha/\delta$ of 2.33, more than twice the optimal $d/\delta = 2$ for parallel veins of this size given by the Noblin analysis, we have estimated an $r_m/r_V$ ($s = 1$) of 5.7 (Rockwell, 2010; Leigh et al., 2011). As $r_m$ for ginkgo is about half that of oak (note that, for ginkgo, $r_m$ does not include the effect of temperature on vapor movement, which would lower it further), $r_V$ for ginkgo is ~4 times lower than for oak. That is, ginkgo veins can supply more water per unit vein length than oak, even as, due to the difference in vein density, its vascular resistance per unit leaf area $R_v$ is three times that of oak. Thus, relative to oak, ginkgo appears to have driven down total leaf $R$ by increasing the number or diameter of the tracheary elements in each vein to a much greater extent, even though it would presumably...
have realized much larger marginal reductions in R by reducing d and shortening the mesophyll pathlength.

That ginkgo seems to have overinvested in driving down \( r_V \), rather than decreasing d, could be explained if the construction and opportunity costs (i.e. space consumed that might otherwise contain photosynthetic mesophyll) of nonxylem components in their large (relative to angiosperm minor venation) vascular bundles are high relative to the marginal benefits to assimilation of increasing vein number. The example of ginkgo then begs the general question of why gymnosperms and ferns do not simply reduce the size of their vascular bundles and simultaneously increase their density. One hypothesis is that the evolution of vessels in angiosperms increased the intrinsic efficiency of their traheary elements, allowing them to reduce the number of xylem conduits in, and overall size of, their vascular bundles and increase their density: subsequent independent reductions of scalariform perforation plates to simple perforation plates in the primary xylem of more derived monocots, magnoliids, and eudicots then led to further increases in efficiency to allow high \( D_o \) values greater than 15 mm\(^{-1}\) (Feild and Brodribb, 2013). While this hypothesis could explain trends in \( D_o \) between vessel less basal angiosperms, ferns, lycophytes, and cycads (which all have homogenous pit membranes and tracheids) and more derived angiosperm taxa, the idea that vessel-based xylem has a higher hydraulic conductivity than traheaid-based xylem of the same area and average conduit diameter does not hold for tracheids with margo-torus pitting, as in conifers and ginkgo (Pittermann et al., 2005). Ginkgo tracheid diameters (10–15 \( \mu m \); Leigh et al., 2011) overlap with midrib vessel diameter vessels in Viburnum spp. (9–18 \( \mu m \); Scoffoni et al., 2016), and minor vein tracheary element diameters in red oak are in the range of tracheid diameters in Taxus baccata needles and Pseudotsuga menziesii fine branchlets (5–10 \( \mu m \); Woodruff et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014, 2016). While a more systematic analysis than these ad hoc comparisons is required to draw any firm conclusions, we can say, based on Pittermann et al. (2005), that replacing the conduits in an oak minor vein with conifer-type tracheids of the same diameter would only increase the resistivity by about 20\%, a loss that could be offset by an increase in tracheid diameter of only 5\%. Therefore, it seems unlikely that conifers and ginkgo are constrained from achieving high \( D_o \) by the intrinsic resistivity of their xylem.

Indeed, some broad-leaf conifer taxa have evolved a way to achieve an intervein distance of effectively zero. For example, Podocarpus graysii produces a laminate leaf with a single vein by radially transporting water through accessory transfusion tissue, an almost continuous layer of extravascular (i.e. outside of a vein) tracheids that irrigate the midplane of the leaf (Brodribb and Holbrook, 2005). Nevertheless, \( g_s \) for this taxa is only \( \approx 50 \text{ mmol m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\) (Brodribb et al., 2005), so if one accepts that accessory transfusion tissue is functionally equivalent to intrusive veinlets in angiosperms, something besides \( D_o \) must be limiting \( g_s \). This is possible that the answer to the question of why ginkgo and other gymnosperms do not reduce the size and increase the number of their vascular bundles relates not to xylem but rather to phloem transport. Mechanical constraints derived from the role of the vascular bundles in stiffening the leaf blade are a second understudied possibility, with angiosperm fibers in major vein orders perhaps releasing minor vein vasculature to be optimized for purely hydraulic concerns.

### THE POTENTIAL MITIGATION OF LOW VEIN DENSITY BY MESOPHYLL HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES

Returning to the apparent paradox with which we began, that vein density has a high explanatory power for variation in traits related to assimilation at coarse but not finer phylogenetic scales, can the preceding analysis offer a resolution? One possibility is that vein density is highly conserved, such that, even as variation in leaf expansion may tune the characteristic vein density for a given species to a particular microenvironment to some degree (Zwieniecki et al., 2004; Carins Murphy et al., 2014), interspecific variation in \( g_s \) at fine phylogenetic scales could be explained more by variation in \( r_m \) and \( r_V \) than \( D_o \).

With respect to understanding the underlying material properties that contribute to variation in \( r_m/r_V \), we know more about the dependence of vascular resistance on conduit geometry than about the dependence of \( r_m \) on tissue properties. For contributions to \( r_m \) from internal vapor transport, the volume of airspace within the mesophyll is the critical parameter (Rockwell et al., 2014a; Buckley et al., 2017). Yet for the liquid phase, whether flow through living cells occurs more through the wall space (apoplastic path) versus cell to cell across membranes (symplastic path as measured by the cell pressure probe, with plasmodesmata making an uncertain contribution; Kramer and Boyer, 1995) remains unresolved, meaning we do not know for certain which material properties drive \( r_m \). Theoretical models have been employed to argue for the dominance of apoplastic flow (Buckley, 2015), but the scant available experimental evidence indicates similar conductivities for the symplastic and apoplastic paths of potato (Solanum tuberosum) parenchyma, and the symplastic path should then dominate transport based on its greater cross-sectional area (Michael et al., 1997). Estimates of cross-membrane hydraulic conductivities based on cell pressure probe measurements of membrane permeabilities also appear sufficient to explain whole-tissue conductances, without the need to invoke large apoplastic flows (Rockwell et al., 2014b).

To the extent that symplastic flow is important, \( r_m \) will be sensitive to cell size, as the number of membranes and cell walls crossed per unit length will contribute to mesophyll hydraulic resistivity. Interestingly, the mesophyll cells of ginkgo are elongate (\( \approx 100 \mu m \)) in the intervein dimension, which may contribute to its low \( r_m \) relative to oak. In the case of cross-membrane
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flow, the relevant measure of $d/\delta$ will be in terms of cell number rather than euclidean distance. Enlarged mesophyll cells could then partially mitigate large intervein distances, although at the cost of mesophyll surface area per cell volume, for which higher values allow greater chloroplast densities at the leaf level and so higher assimilation rates (Nobel, 2005). Thus, cross-membrane flows in the photosynthetic mesophyll set up an interesting tradeoff between water transport and carbon uptake. This tradeoff is expected to exist for the production and movement of carbohydrate from the photosynthetic mesophyll to the phloem, as gradients in sugar within the cytoplasm should be mitigated by cytoplasmic stirring, and the limiting step in transport is thought to occur across the plasmodesmata between cells (Liesche and Schulz, 2012). In this way, the high rates of gas exchange associated with a mesophyll with a large surface area-to-volume ratio may feed back on, or even drive, vein spacing. Thus, patterns suggestive of the conservation of cell number distances across different euclidean vein spacings may relate to sugar transport constraints rather than water.

An important influence of mesophyll cell length and number on the vein spacing observed for a particular leaf was suggested previously by Wylie (1939), who related closer vein spacing to relatively higher proportions of leaf cells elongate in the vertical (normal to the leaf surface) versus horizontal direction (e.g. spongy and epidermal versus palisade). The implication is that, over different euclidean vein spacings, cell number might be relatively conserved. Isolateral leaves with palisade differentiating toward both abaxial and adaxial surfaces have a large proportion of vertical tissue relative to bifacial leaves, a condition that Russin and Evert (1984) suggested could account for the dense vein spacing and small intervein distances observed in leaves of *Populus deltoides* ($D_v = 14.4$ mm$^{-1}$, $d = 55.6$). de Boer et al. (2016a) interpreted the closer vein spacing of isolateral versus bifacial eucalypts as a decrease in $d/\delta$ compensating for the increased $\delta$ of the former, resulting in a sacrifice in hydraulic optimality (Noblin et al., 2008) in support of higher transpiration and CO$_2$ uptake; to the extent that cell number is more relevant than euclidean distance, the loss of hydraulic optimality will be less. Aside from cell size and dimensions, other structural features of the mesophyll expected to contribute to a bulk-averaged $r_v$ include the presence of branched sclereids (Brodrribb et al., 2007), bundle sheath extensions (Armacost, 1944; Buckley et al., 2011), paraxial mesophyll (Fisher, 1967), and extraxylery fibers (in *Gnetum gnemon*; Zwieniecki and Boyce, 2014b).

**ALTERNATIVE CONSTRAINTS: STOMATAL STRUCTURE AND CELL SIZE**

In positing a vascular or other hydraulic constraint on gas exchange, it is implicitly assumed that leaves are unconstrained by the maximum stomatal conductance they can achieve on an epidermal area basis. That is, if ferns, lycophytes, and gymnosperms were to increase the supply of water to the leaf epidermis, the assumption is that no other constraint would prevent them from increasing stomatal conductance and assimilation rates. We now consider the possibility of constraints arising directly from epidermal and stomatal architecture.

It has long been known that packing issues constrain stomatal index (the number of stomata per number of epidermal cells) within a given species (Salisbury, 1928). The one-cell-spacing rule between any two stomata, which may derive from requirements for solute reservoirs or potassium ion channel function, as well as space requirements for other cell types such as epidermal hairs (Bergmann and Sack, 2007; Papanatsiou et al., 2016) explain why stomatal index is more highly conserved between different environments than stomatal density (the number per unit area). As with increases in vein density, increasing stomatal density while holding stomatal size constant has a diminishing effect on total conductance, as the concentration gradients around each pore increasingly overlap (Ting and Loomis, 1965; Lehmann and Or, 2015). Increases in stomatal conductance, both within and across individual taxa, are then usually explained by both an increase in the number density and a reduction in the size of individual stomata (which reduces pore depth, thereby increasing conductance), with angiosperms achieving the highest densities and smallest stomata (Franks and Beerling, 2009; de Boer et al., 2016b; McElwain et al., 2016).

As with vein size and density, the question arises whether there exists a developmental constraint that prevents ferns and gymnosperms from simply reducing stomatal size and increasing density. One possible constraint could emerge from genome size, which is strongly associated with cell size in both animals and plants (Cavalier-Smith, 2005). The smallest angiosperm genome sizes are one order of magnitude smaller than those of gymnosperms or ferns, with the ancestral genome of angiosperms thought to be small (C-value less than 1.4 pg 1C; Leitch et al., 2005). While genome size is thought to respond to selective pressures on cell size (Cavalier-Smith, 2005), differences in epigenetic activities and mechanisms involved in purging long terminal repeat retrotransposons (Dolgosheina et al., 2008), as well as illegitimate recombination and genome fractionation and reduction following whole-genome duplication events, have been hypothesized to explain the restriction of the smallest genome sizes to angiosperms (Michael, 2014).

Stomatal cell size and genome size appear to be correlated in both eudicots and monocots (except tribe Poaceae; Hodgson et al., 2010), while across the angiosperms, epidermal cell size, guard cell length, and genome size are all correlated, with these traits negatively correlated with stomatal density (Beaulieu et al., 2008). In Figure 5, we plot guard cell area (from de Boer et al., 2016b) for angiosperms and gymnosperms for which we could find 1C DNA weights in a database maintained by the Kew Royal Botanic Gardens (Bennet and Leitch, 2012). The resulting data set, which must be
considered of lower quality because the stomatal and 1C data do not come from the same individuals or even the same collections of plants, confirms a relationship between stomatal and genome size across all seed plants and within dicots, basal angiosperms, and monocots, albeit weakly (Fig. 5).

As found by Hodgson et al. (2010), there was no obvious genome-stomatal size relationship in the Poaceae, which accounts for the dispersion in genome size for monocots around stomatal sizes on the order of $10^2$ mm$^2$: this decoupling may be related to the characteristic dumbell shape of grass stomata (Esau, 1960; Chen et al., 2017), for which the relationship between pore length and cell size might be quite different. Within gymnosperms, there was no detectable relationship between stomatal and genome size, due to a large dispersion of stoma sizes over a more restricted range of genome sizes than seen in angiosperms. Yet, as with vein density, gymnosperms are clearly excluded from the space described by the smallest stomata and genomes sizes realized by some taxa in the core eudicots and monocots.

In addition to their potentially small size and high density, the qualitatively different functional characteristics of angiosperm stomata relative to earlier diverging vascular plants also may be important in the evolution of high leaf surface conductances. Specifically, angiosperm subsidiary cells (here defined functionally) give up considerable volume as guard cells swell, amplifying angiosperm aperture area for the same stomatal pore length by up to a factor of 2 compared with gymnosperms, ferns, and lycophytes (de Boer et al., 2016b). Subsidiary cell movement also may contribute to the greater aperture area per guard cell area achieved by angiosperms relative to ferns and lycophytes, which differ by a factor of 4 to 5 (Franks and Farquhar, 2007). However, there are potential costs. Due to the mechanical advantage subsidiary cells enjoy over guard cells, a local reduction in water potential leads to increasing stomatal aperture while a local gain in water potential leads to closure (Buckley, 2005). Such hydropassive wrong-way responses require metabolically active rectification to reverse, which appears to be governed by an abscisic acid-mediated pathway unique to angiosperms (Brodribb and McAdam, 2011; McAdam and Brodribb, 2016).

Yet, while the degree of mechanical advantage in early angiosperms appears to be understudied, it is notable that rates of stomatal conductance in this group, just as with vein density, are not noticeably high (Boyce et al., 2009; Feild et al., 2011b). Thus, while subsidiary cell volume loss does increase the maximum aperture for a given pore length, it would seem unlikely that selection for high $g_c$ drove the evolution of mechanical advantage. Instead, in the context of the dark and disturbed hypothesis of angiosperm origins (Feild et al., 2004), subsidiary cell movement would be expected to improve the tracking of light flecks in an understory environment. This is because subsidiary cell movement is wrong way with respect to humidity shocks but right way with respect to light and thermal shocks. The increase in heat loading that accompanies a light flleck will push the transpiration rate higher and will, in the presence of subsidiary cells with mechanical advantage, set up a positive feedback on aperture to

![Figure 5. Guard cell area as a function of single-copy DNA weight across seed plants ($n = 153$, power law $R^2 = 0.33$), including basal angiosperms (black circles; $n = 13$, $R^2 = 0.66$), dicots (white circles; $n = 84$, $R^2 = 0.37$), monocots (asterisks; $n = 30$, $R^2 = 0.57$), and gymnosperms (diamonds; $n = 25$, $R^2 = 0.07$).](image)

OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS

- What is the relative importance of flow cell to cell across membranes versus through the wall space for the movement of water through the leaf mesophyll?
- Can estimates of the transport properties of living cells in planta, currently based on modeling to bridge the gap between equilibrium measurements of water potential and transpiration-induced gradients, be improved by cellular scale reporters of turgor or water activity?
- Would careful evaluation of the construction costs of vasculature in relation to transport capacity open a new window onto the impact of vessels and hierarchical reticulate leaf venation on maximum stomatal conductance?
- Do reductions in cell size across vascular, mesophyll, epidermal, and stomatal cells derive from episodes of genome reduction or follow the overcoming of diverse constraints in individual tissues?
contribute to faster opening in light (other things being equal) than the ion-mediated light response alone (Franks and Farquhar, 2007). Indeed, that such subsidiary cell hydropassive responses to $E$ are, in general, faster than active ion-pump responses is demonstrated by the typical sequence in angiosperms of a wrong-way response followed by rectification (Buckley, 2005). A role for subsidiary cells in accelerating light responses could help explain why ferns and angiosperms respond to vapor pressure deficit at similar rates but angiosperms track light more efficiently (Lawson and Blatt, 2014).

In the same sense that the evolution of vessels and fibers in angiosperms may have been important for allowing more opportunistic and plastic growth forms in disturbed forest understories, and only later optimized to support high transpiration rates, the angiosperm stoma may then have evolved in response to a temporally heterogenous light environment, with its developmental potential for high fluxes only realized as the continued evolution of the vasculature allowed. In support of this idea, in a survey of the ANITA grade, the only taxa to achieve levels of $g_s > 400$ (comparable to high $g_s$ in eudicots) were in Nymphaeales (Feild et al., 2011b). In this aquatic group, high stomatal density and small stomatal size co-occur with low vein densities. That such high densities and small stomatal sizes do not occur among terrestrial basal angiosperms returns us again to the idea of a vascular limitation in this group.

THE ANGIOSPERM ADVANTAGE: HIGHER FLUXES THROUGH MINIATUREIZATION?

However, we have not landed precisely back where we started (see Outstanding Questions). From the perspective of both vascular and stomatal characteristics, the evolution of the capacity to support high leaf area-based fluxes appears to have involved a program of miniaturization across vascular, mesophyll, epidermal, and stomatal cell types, underscoring the potential significance of multiple episodes of genome reduction in angiosperms (Leitch et al., 2005). Given the differences between monocot and eudicot xylem and stomatal structure, this process likely proceeded independently in these two clades (Stevens, 2001).

In support of an integral role for cell size, work in the Proteaceae has shown that epidermal, mesophyll, xylem, and stomatal cell sizes tend to be correlated among themselves and inversely correlated with anatomical $g_{max}$ and stomatal density (Brodribb et al., 2013). Further work in this group has shown that genome size is fairly stable within genera, with sister species showing much larger variation in stomatal size as a result of radiation into diverse environments, such that the genome-stomatal size (or genome-cell size) relationship admitted enough plasticity to vary between environments (Jordan et al., 2015).

Much of the scatter in the stomatal-genome size relationship could then reflect a tension arising from phylogenetic conservatism in genome size in conjunction with adaptive selection in stomatal (and cell) size that then feeds back to exert selective pressure on genome size over longer time scales (Hodgson et al., 2010). The relative weakness of vein density in predicting leaf hydraulic conductance at finer phylogenetic scales could arise from a similar conservatism in this trait, with adaptive radiations within genera tuning potentially intrinsic vein ($r_{IV}$) and mesophyll hydraulic resistivity ($r_{M}$) or leaf thickness ($\delta$) to balance the flux lost from stomata. Fully accounting for hydraulic and stomatal conductances in terms of mechanistic variables linked to well-defined material properties should help resolve these evolutionary patterns.
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